
Strong Authentication at First Sight with 
Advanced Facial Biometrics

Fortified Account Takeover Defense
Secure your enterprise platform against phishing, account 

takeovers, and credential stuffing attacks with NIST 

AAL2-conformant authentication.

Privacy-First, One-To-One Biometrics 
Encrypted biometric templates deliver strong authentication 

to identify users across all demographics with the same level 

of ease and certainty.

Always Know It’s Your Employee Behind 
Any Device  
Your workforce demands convenience. Cloud-based 

authentication secures SSO access from any mobile or 

desktop device and across platforms.

Verified CloudConnect delivers Zero-Trust authentication with 

advanced facial biometrics. Eliminate the costs of deploying and 

supporting cumbersome authentication hardware. Gain defense 

in depth with minimal resource investment.

Fortify access to 
Microsoft Office 365 & 
Azure environments 
from all devices.
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Biometric Identity 
Authentication
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Try Verified Today 
Visit www.authid.ai  today to learn how you can use advanced 
facial biometrics to strengthen your authentication workflow.

Quick Implementation 
and Instant Scalability

Support defense-in-depth via a 

simple installation on your domain 

controller with no additional 

hardware or training. Scale instantly 

with self-serve user enrollment.

Higher Identity 
Assurance

Advanced facial biometrics fortify 

user identity claims with 

real-time user-captured selfies 

analyzed for liveness and 

anti-spoofing confirmation.

Biometrics Wherever 
You Choose

Leverage advanced facial 

biometrics for authentication. 

Control access however, 

whenever, and wherever you want 

via ADFS access control policies.  

Secure, Universal SSO Access Via ADFS for Azure AD and O365

Verified leverages in-browser captured 
selfies as a second factor for authentication.
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User initiates login to 
Microsoft O365 or Azure

User captures selfie 
in browser 

Verified confirms 
user's identity. User 
is granted access.

Always Know Who’s
Behind That Device
Verified CloudConnect for Microsoft Office 365 captures 

selfies as a second factor for authentication and access, 

along with an indisputable biometric audit trail.

Interaction with enterprise cloud resources, applications, 

and organizational data is protected from unauthorized 

access. Verified delivers seamless biometric multi-factor 

authentication that eliminates transient and implicit 

trust for all access.
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